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Abstract. An infinite graph Γ is minor excluded if there is a finite graph that is not a
minor of Γ. We prove that minor excluded graphs have finite Assouad-Nagata dimension
and study minor exclusion for Cayley graphs of finitely generated groups. Our main
results and observations are: (1) minor exclusion is not a group property: it depends on
the choice of generating set; (2) a group with one end has a generating set for which the
Cayley graph is not minor excluded; (3) there are groups that are not minor excluded for
any set of generators, like Z

3; (4) minor exclusion is preserved under free products; and
(5) virtually free groups are minor excluded for any choice of finite generating set.
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1 Introduction

A finite graph M is a minor of a connected graph Γ if there is a finite set {Vi} of pairwise-
disjoint finite connected subgraphs of Γ (called branch sets) such that the set {Vi} is in
one-to-one correspondence with the set of vertices {vi} of M , and for every edge in M
between vertices vi and vj in M , there is an edge in Γ between the corresponding branch
sets Vi and Vj. The graph Γ is minor excluded if there is a finite graph that is not a minor
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of Γ. Since every finite graph is a subgraph of some complete graph, Γ is minor excluded
if and only if there exists a natural number m such that the complete graph Km on m
vertices is not a minor of Γ. Minor exclusion of groups is about minor exclusion of Cayley
graphs.

Minor exclusion plays an important role in graph theory. The well-known Kuratowski
Theorem states that a finite graph is planar if and only if the complete graph on five
vertices, K5, and the complete bipartite graph on six vertices, K3,3, are excluded as
minors. If one defines an infinite graph to be planar provided there is an embedding of the
graph into R

2, then Kuratowski’s Theorem generalizes to infinite graphs as well [8] (the
theory of planarity of infinite graphs is somewhat different if the accumulation points of
vertices are not allowed; see [12] and references therein). A finitely generated group G is
called planar if there exists a finite symmetric generating set S of G for which Cay(G,S)
is planar. There is extensive literature on planar groups (see [9, 10, 12, 19, 27, 30]), and,
since planar graphs can be described in terms of minor exclusion, this study is a part of
the considered subject matter. As for the study of minor exclusion for groups in general,
we found only one other paper [2].

Embedding groups into Banach spaces is a very useful tool for studying groups with
respect to applications in topology, most notably to the Novikov Conjecture (see, for
example, [23]). It is known from the works [17] and [26] that problems about embeddability
of graphs into Banach spaces are closely related to the theory of minors in graphs. Related
to embedding questions is the study of various large-scale notions of dimension for groups,
such as asymptotic dimension and Assouad-Nagata dimension (see [13], where many of
such notions are originated, and [6]).

Our first goal in this paper is to show that if an infinite graph Γ is minor excluded,
then Γ has finite Assouad-Nagata dimension (Theorem 2.2). This also implies that the
asymptotic dimension of an infinite minor excluded graph is finite. After that we study
the notion of minor exclusion for groups. Our main results and observations on minor
exclusion for groups are:

• If G is a finitely generated group with one end, then there is a generating set S in
G such that Cay(G,S) is not minor excluded (Theorem 3.10). Since Z

2 has one
end and its standard Cayley graph is planar (and thus minor excluded), this result
implies that the minor exclusion of Cay(G,S) is not a group property, in the sense
that it depends on the generating set S. Actually, the fact that minor exclusion is
not a group property is much simpler than Theorem 3.10 (see Example 3.1).

• There is a large class of groups whose Cayley graphs are not minor excluded for any
choice of a generating set (Section 3.1). This class includes all groups containing Z

3

as a subgroup. Theorem 2.2 also has a corollary of this type (see Remark 2.5).

• A virtually free group is minor excluded for any choice of generating set (Theorem
3.6).

• Minor exclusion is preserved under free products (Theorem 3.8). This result gen-
eralizes a result of Arzhantseva and Cherix that planarity is preserved under free
products.
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2 Minor exclusion and metric dimensions

An infinite graph Γ is connected if there is a (finite) path between any two vertices of Γ.
A finite graph M is a minor of a connected graph Γ if there is a finite set {Vi} of pairwise-
disjoint finite connected subgraphs of Γ (called branch sets) such that the set {Vi} is in
one-to-one correspondence with the set of vertices {vi} of M , and for every edge in M
between vertices vi and vj in M , there is an edge in Γ between the corresponding branch
sets Vi and Vj. The graph Γ is minor excluded if and only if there exists a natural number
m such that the complete graph Km on m vertices is not a minor of Γ. (Our graph theory
terminology and notation mostly follows [7].)

Definition 2.1 ([3, 18]). Let X be a metric space and d ∈ N. The Assouad-Nagata

dimension (or just Nagata dimension) of X is at most d if there exists a γ ∈ (0,∞) such
that for every s > 0 there exists a cover U of X with s-multiplicity at most d + 1 (i.e.,
each closed ball of radius s in X intersects at most d+ 1 elements of U), whose elements
each have diameter at most γ · s.

Theorem 2.2. If Γ is a connected graph with finite degrees excluding the complete graph

Km as a minor, then Γ has Assouad-Nagata dimension at most 4m − 1.

Remark 2.3. An immediate corollary to Theorem 2.2 is that the asymptotic dimension of
a minor excluded graph is finite. This is because, by definition, the asymptotic dimension
of X is at most d if for every s > 0 there exists a cover U of X with s-multiplicity at most
d+1, whose elements have uniformly bounded diameter. Thus, the asymptotic dimension
of X is bounded above by the Assouad-Nagata dimension of X.

Remark 2.4. In [24] it was shown that minor excluded connected infinite graphs with finite
degrees of vertices admit coarse embeddings into a Hilbert space. Combining Theorem 2.2
with the results of Naor and Silberman [22] we get the following strengthening of the result
of [24]: any snowflaking of a minor excluded connected graph with finite degrees admits
a bilipschitz embedding into a Hilbert space (snowflaking means passing from the metric
space (X, d) to the metric space (X, dθ), where θ ∈ (0, 1)).

Proof of Theorem 2.2. Observe that for graphs (considered as vertex sets with the shortest
path metric, where each edge has length 1) it suffices to consider s ∈ N (although restricting
s to integers will cause us to increase γ). So we need to prove that there exists 0 < γ < ∞
(which may depend on m) such that for every s ∈ N there is a cover of Γ with sets of
diameter at most γ · s and s-multiplicity at most 4m. To find such a cover we construct
4m “partitions” of Γ, following the approach of [17] with a slight modification. Elements
of the partitions will be defined as connected components of the graph obtained from Γ
after removing m sets of edges {Fi}

m
i=1, constructed as follows.

Enumerate all of the vertices of Γ as {v1, v2, . . . } (it is clear that connected graphs
with finite degrees are countable), and let R = s+3. Let δ1 be one of the elements of the
set {0, R, 2R, 3R} and define F1 to be the set of all edges that join vertices u satisfying
d(u, v1) = 4Rj+ δ1, for some j ∈ N, to vertices w satisfying d(w, v1) = 4Rj+ δ1+1 for the
same j. Now delete F1 from the edge set of Γ. It is clear that unless d(u, v1) ≤ 4R + δ1
for all u ∈ V (Γ), we get a disconnected graph. To construct F2, pick δ2 ∈ {0, R, 2R, 3R}
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independently from the choice of δ1. In each component C of Γ r F1 choose a vertex
vi(C) with smallest index i(C) over all vertices of C. Consider the set of all edges that
join vertices u satisfying dC(u, vi(C)) = 4Rj + δ2, for some j ∈ N, to vertices w satisfying
dC(w, vi(C)) = 4Rj+δ2+1, where dC is the path-length metric (or shortest path distance)
of C. Define F2 as the union of such edge sets over all components C of the graph ΓrF1

obtained from Γ after the deletion of edges of F1. To construct F3, pick δ3 ∈ {0, R, 2R, 3R}
independently from the choice of δ1 and δ2. Repeat the procedure from the previous
paragraph for each component of the graph obtained from Γ after the removal of F1 ∪F2.
Continue in the obvious way, making a series of m cuts of this type. We call the vertex sets
of the connected components of Γr∪m

i=1Fi clusters; this set of clusters yields a partition P
of Γ. Construct such partitions for all possible choices of δ1, . . . , δm. We get 4m different
partitions {Pp}

4m
p=1 of Γ.

Define a cover U of Γ as follows. For each cluster T in some partition Pp, let UT be
the set of all vertices of T satisfying the following conditions: (1) they have distance at
least s+ 1 from the ends of the edges of F1 in the original distance of Γ; and (2) for each
integer k, 2 ≤ k ≤ m, they have distance at least s+1 from the ends of edges of Fk in the
shortest-path metric for the graph Γr ∪k−1

i=1 Fi.
The set U = {UT }, over all clusters T of all partitions Pp, must form a cover. To verify

this, let w be a vertex in Γ. We choose δ1, . . . , δm so that w will be contained in UT , where
T is the cluster of the partition corresponding to δ1, . . . , δm that contains w. This can be
done in the following way: select δ1 ∈ {0, R, 2R, 3R} so that dΓ(w, v1)− δ1 modulo 4R is
between R and 3R. After removing the corresponding F1, the vertex w lands in one of
the components, C, of the graph Γr F1. Let vi(C) be the vertex of this component with
smallest index. Select δ2 ∈ {0, R, 2R, 3R} so that dC(w, vi(C))− δ2 modulo 4R is between
R and 3R. Continue in the obvious way. It is straightforward to check, since R = s + 3,
that w satisfies conditions (1) and (2) above for the obtained F1, . . . , Fm.

Klein, Plotkin, and Rao [17] proved that the assumption that Γ does not have Km as
a minor implies that the diameter of any cluster in any Pp is at most α(m) · R, where
α(m) ∈ (0,∞) depends only on m. Therefore, every element of U will have diameter at
most γ · s if we choose γ = 4 · α(m).

It remains to show that the s-multiplicity of U is at most 4m. Since each x is inside
at most 4m different clusters T (one cluster from each partition), this would follow from
the claim that for a given element UT of the cover, the ball B(x, s) can intersect UT only
if x ∈ T . To prove this claim, it suffices to establish the following statement by induction
on k:

If x is separated from T by the edge cut ∪k
i=1Fi, but not by ∪k−1

i=1 Fi (the latter set is
assumed to be empty for k = 1), then x has distance at least s from UT .

For k = 1 this is obvious, by item (1) in the definition of UT . Let k = 2. Assume that
there is a path of length at most s joining x and UT . If this path does not use any edges
of F1, then the path-length distance in Γ r F1 between x and UT is also at most s. But
this contradicts item (2) in the definition of UT . If this path uses an edge of F1, we get
a contradiction with what we proved for k = 1. The inductive step is the same as in the
proof of the case k = 2.

Remark 2.5. See [23] for the definition of “compression”. Remark 2.4 shows that Theo-
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rem 2.2 in combination with the results of Naor and Silberman [22] implies that minor
excluded groups have compression 1. Therefore, the Cayley graph of a group that does not
have compression 1 is not minor excluded with respect to an arbitrary set of generators.

Remark 2.6. It is worth mentioning that estimates from [17] for α(r) were improved in
[11] (see also a presentation of results of [11], [17], and [26] in [25, Section 3.2]).

3 Minor exclusion for groups

Let G be a finitely generated group, and let S be a finite generating set for G. Throughout
this paper, we assume that S does not contain the identity element of G and that S is
symmetric, i.e., s ∈ S if and only if s−1 ∈ S. To study minor exclusion of G, we will
always use the right-invariant Cayley graph, Cay(G,S), i.e., the graph with vertex set G
and edge set defined by the condition: uv is an edge between u, v ∈ G if and only if u = sv
for some s ∈ S. The group G acts on the right of this graph. (Our references for group
theory are [21] and [28].)

When considering minor exclusion for groups, one quickly realizes, as Example 3.1
shows, that minor exclusion is not a group property. That is, it depends not only on the
group, but also on the choice of a generating set.

Example 3.1. The Cayley graph Cay(Z2, S1), where S1 = {(±1, 0), (0,±1)}, is minor

excluded by the well-known Kuratowski theorem, since it is a planar graph. On the other

hand, the Cayley graph of Z2 with respect to the, slightly bigger, set of generators S2 =
{(±1, 0), (±2, 0), (0,±1)}, is not minor excluded.

Proof. Let m ∈ N be given. Construct branch sets of a Km-minor in Cay(Z2, S2) as
follows:

V1 =
{
(2, 1), (even,1). . . , (2m, 1)

}

V2 =
{
(3, 1), (3, 2), (4, 2), (even,2). . . , (2m, 2)

}

...

Vk =
{
(2k − 1, 1), (2k − 1, 2), (2k − 1, 3), . . . , (2k − 1, k), (2k, k), (even,k). . . , (2m,k)

}

...

Vm =
{
(2m− 1, 1), . . . , (2m− 1,m), (2m,m)

}
.

It is straightforward to check that each Vk is the vertex set of a connected subgraph of
Cay(Z2, S2) and that any two of these vertex sets are joined by an edge.

3.1 Groups that are not minor excluded for any choice of generators

It is interesting that if the group Z
2 is increased even “slightly”, then we get a group that

is not minor excluded for any set of generators. We mean the following result.

Lemma 3.2. Let C be a nontrivial cyclic group. Then Z
2 × C is not minor excluded for

any set of generators.
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Proof. Let S be a finite symmetric generating set for Z
2 × C. Since Z

2 × C is abelian,
there are distinct generators s1, s2, s3 ∈ S such that the subgroup 〈s1, s2〉 generated by s1
and s2 is isomorphic to Z

2 and s3 /∈ 〈s1, s2〉. Let m ∈ N be given and construct branch
sets of Cay(Z2 × C,S) as follows:

V1 =
{
s1, 2s1, 3s1, . . . ,ms1

}

V2 =
{
2s1 + s3, 2s1 + s2 + s3, 2s1 + s2, . . . ,ms1 + s2

}

...

Vk =
{
ks1 + js2 + s3 : 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1

}
∪
{
ls1 + (k − 1)s2 : k ≤ l ≤ m

}

...

Vm =
{
ms1 + s3,ms1 + s2 + s3, . . . ,ms1 + (m− 1)s2 + s3,ms1 + (m− 1)s2

}
.

It is straightforward to check that each Vk is the vertex set of a connected subgraph of
Cay(Z2×C,S) and that any two of these vertex sets are joined by an edge. Therefore, we
have constructed a Km minor in Cay(Z2 ×C,S) for every m ∈ N; that is, Cay(Z2 ×C,S)
is not minor excluded.

Remark 3.3. The group Z
2×Z2 is in a sense the smallest group satisfying the assumptions

of Lemma 3.2. It is worth noting that when C is a finite group, Z2 ×C is quasi-isometric
to Z

2 (see [5, p. 138] for the definition).

The following is a generalization of Babai’s result that every subgroup of a planar
group is planar [4].

Theorem 3.4. Let G be a finitely generated group containing a finitely generated subgroup

H. If H is not minor excluded for any set of generators, then G is not minor excluded for

any set of generators.

Proof. Let X = Cay(G,S), where S is a finite symmetric generating set for G. We must
show that there is a Km-minor of X for every m ∈ N.

We begin by recalling Babai’s construction of a Cayley graph X ′ for the subgroup
H [4]. There is a connected subgraph T of X that contains precisely one vertex for each
H-orbit in V (X). This means that if h ∈ H r {e}, then V (T · h) ∩ V (T ) = ∅ and⋃

h∈H V (T · h) = V (X). Then X ′ is obtained by collapsing each T · h. That is, the vertex
set of X ′ is V (X ′) = {T · h : h ∈ H} and there is one edge in X ′ between the vertices
T · h and T · h′ if there is an edge in X connecting the subsets T · h and T · h′. Thus, X ′

is connected (since X is connected), H acts on X ′, and the H-action is free and transitive
on V (X ′). Therefore, X ′ is a Cayley graph for H.

The generating set for H corresponding to X ′ is the set S′ of all k ∈ H such that
there is an edge in X ′ between T and T · k. Note that S′ might be infinite. Since H is
finitely generated, however, there must be a finite subset S′′ ⊂ S′ that generates H. Under
the identification of X ′ with Cay(H,S′), let X ′′ be the subgraph of X ′ corresponding to
the subgraph Cay(H,S′′) ⊂ Cay(H,S′). By assumption, H is not minor excluded with
respect to S′′. Thus, for every m ∈ N, there is a Km-minor of X ′′. It is clear from the
construction that a Km-minor of X ′′ yields a Km-minor of X. In other words, G is not
minor excluded with respect to S.
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By Lemma 3.2, we have the following corollary to Theorem 3.4.

Corollary 3.5. Let G be a finitely generated group that contains Z
2 × C as a subgroup,

where C is a nontrivial cyclic group. Then the Cayley graph of G is not minor excluded

for any set of generators.

3.2 Minor exclusion for groups containing finitely generated free sub-

groups of finite index

Next we consider groups that contain a finitely generated free group as a subgroup of finite
index. Let Fn denote the free group on n generators.

Theorem 3.6. Let G be a group containing Fn as a subgroup of finite index and let S be

a finite symmetric generating set for G. Then Cay(G,S) is minor excluded.

Proof. Let {x1, . . . , xn} ⊂ G be the basis of Fn, and let {g1 = 1, g2, . . . , gk} be represen-
tatives of the left cosets of Fn in G. As a set, G may be identified with the Cartesian
product G = {g1, . . . , gk} × Fn since each g ∈ G can be uniquely represented as g = gif ,
where i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and f ∈ Fn. Let O = {x1, . . . , xn, x

−1
1 , . . . , x−1

n } and let Cay(Fn, O)
be the corresponding Cayley graph; denote the associated distance function for this graph
by dFn

. To prove the theorem, assume the contrary. That is, assume that the graph
Cay(G,S) has a Km-minor for every m ∈ N.

Lemma 3.7. Let e be an edge in Cay(Fn, O) and let A(e) and B(e) be the vertex sets

of the connected components of Cay(Fn, O) r {e}. The number of edges in Cay(G,S)
connecting {g1, . . . , gk} × A(e) and {g1, . . . , gk} × B(e) is finite and bounded from above

independently of the choice of e.

Proof. The lemma is an immediate consequence of the following claim. If u, v ∈ G are
adjacent in Cay(G,S), and u = gi(1)f1 and v = gi(2)f2, where i(1), i(2) ∈ {1, . . . , k}
and f1, f2 ∈ Fn, then dFn

(f1, f2) ≤ M , where M ∈ N depends on G, S, and the
choice of {g1, . . . , gk} (but not on the choice of u and v). To verify this claim, note
that there is an s ∈ S such that gi(2)f2 = sgi(1)f1, since u and v are adjacent in
Cay(G,S). Also, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and s ∈ S, we have sgi = gj(i,s)f(i, s), for
some j(i, s) ∈ {1, . . . , k} and f(i, s) ∈ Fn. This implies that f2 = f(i(1), s)f1. Therefore,
dFn

(f1, f2) ≤ maxs∈S maxi∈{1,...,k} dFn
(f(i, s), 1). This maximum is over a finite set, so the

claim follows.

LetD denote the upper bound obtained in Lemma 3.7. Given aKm-minor in Cay(G,S),
the number of edges of Cay(G,S) connecting {g1, . . . , gk} ×A(e) and {g1, . . . , gk} ×B(e)
must be at least R(e) + kA(e) · kB(e), where R(e) is the number of branch sets of the
Km-minor intersecting both of the sets (such branch sets are said to cross e), kA(e) is the
number of branch sets that are completely contained in {g1, . . . , gk} ×A(e), and kB(e) is
the number of branch sets completely contained in {g1, . . . , gk}×B(e). We will show that,
if m is large enough, the inequality D ≥ R(e) + kA(e) · kB(e) leads to a contradiction for
a suitably chosen edge e.

Choose m > max{6nD, 3k}. Then the following two conditions are satisfied:

7



(1) 1
2n−1

(
2m
3 − m

6n − k
)
> m

6n ;

(2) m
6n > D.

By condition (2), for any edge e in Cay(Fn, O) the number of branch sets, R(e), that cross
both {g1, . . . , gk} × A(e) and {g1, . . . , gk} × B(e) is less than m

6n . Therefore, because of
condition (2), we can establish a contradiction with the inequality D ≥ R(e)+kA(e)·kB(e)
if we find an edge for which kA(e) · kB(e) ≥

m
6n . We do this by showing that there exists

an edge for which both kA(e) and kB(e) are positive and one of them is greater than m
6n .

Pick an edge e0 in Cay(Fn, O) and assume that kA(e0) ≥ kB(e0). If kB(e0) ≥
m
6n , then

we are done. So assume that kB(e0) <
m
6n . Let e1, . . . , e2n−1 be the edges that have a com-

mon vertex, f , with e0 and are contained in {g1, . . . , gk}×A(e0). Let A(e1), . . . , A(e2n−1)
denote the vertex sets of the components of Cay(Fn, O)r {e1}, . . . , Cay(Fn, O)r {e2n−1},
respectively, that do not contain e0. As noted above, R(ei) <

m
6n for every i. That is, each

of e0, e1, . . . , e2n−1 is crossed by fewer than m
6n branch sets. Thus, there are more than 2m

3
branch sets that do not cross any of the edges e0, e1, . . . , e2n−1. On the other hand, since
there are at most k branch sets in the set {g1, . . . , gk} × {f}, the number of branch sets
that do not cross any of the edges e0, e1, . . . , e2n−1 is at most

(
2n−1∑

i=1

kA(ei)

)
+ kB(e0) + k <

(
2n−1∑

i=1

kA(ei)

)
+

m

6n
+ k.

Therefore,
(∑2n−1

i=1 kA(ei)
)
+ m

6n + k > 2m
3 . Applying (1), this implies that at least one

of the sets {g1, . . . , gk}×A(e1), . . . , {g1, . . . , gk}×A(e2n−1) contains more than m
6n branch

sets. That is, kA(ei) >
m
6n for some i, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n − 1. If kB(ei) > 0, then we are done.

If kB(ei) = 0, then kB(ei) < m
6n and we can repeat the argument. But the argument

cannot be repeated infinitely many times, since the branch sets are finite and there are
only finitely many of them. Therefore, we eventually find an edge e with kA(e) >

m
6n and

kB(e) > 0, as claimed.

3.3 Stability of minor exclusion with respect to free products

Recall that a cut-vertex in a graph is a vertex whose deletion increases the number of
components. The following theorem is a generalization of [2, Theorem 3(i)], which states
that Cay(G ∗H,S ∪ T ) is planar if both Cay(G,S) and Cay(H,T ) are planar.

Theorem 3.8. Let G and H be finitely generated groups with generating sets S and T ,
respectively. Let M be a finite connected graph that does not contain cut-vertices. If M is

a minor of Cay(G ∗H,S ∪ T ), then M is a minor of either Cay(G,S) or Cay(H,T ).

Proof of Theorem 3.8. Let V1, . . . , Vm be branch sets of an M -minor in Cay(G ∗ H,S ∪
T ). Recall that each element of G ∗ H is represented by a unique reduced word and
nontrivial reduced words are products of the form xn · · · x1, where xn, . . . , x1 are non-
identity elements alternating between G and H and x1 can be either in G or in H (see [28,
p. 169] if needed). Recall that two vertices u, v in Cay(G ∗H,S ∪ T ) are adjacent if and
only if u = sv for some s ∈ S ∪ T . This immediately implies the following observation.
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Observation 3.9. Let xn · · · x1 and yt · · · y1 be reduced words in Cay(G ∗H,S ∪ T ) and

let xk−1 · · · x1 = yk−1 · · · y1 denote their largest common word, which can be empty. Then

each path connecting xn · · · x1 and yt · · · y1 passes through xk · · · x1 if n ≥ k, and through

yk · · · y1 if t ≥ k. If x1 ∈ G and y1 ∈ H, or vise versa, then the path passes through 1.

We shall use the notationHxn · · · x1 = {xn+1·xn · · · x1 : xn+1 ∈ H}, where xn, xn−2, . . .
are fixed elements of G and xn−1, xn−3, . . . are fixed elements of H. Similarly, we define
Gym · · · y1. Combining our assumptions with Menger’s theorem [7, Section 3.3], it follows
that there exist two vertices u1 ∈ V1 and u2 ∈ V2 such that there are two disjoint u1u2-
paths in Cay(G ∗H,S ∪ T ). Using Observation 3.9, we get that u1 and u2 are either in
the same set of the form Gyr · · · y1, or in the same set of the form Hxm · · · x1. Without
loss of generality, we can assume that u1 and u2 are in Gyr · · · y1. Since Cay(G∗H,S ∪T )
is right-invariant, multiplying all elements of G ∗H on the right by (yr · · · y1)

−1, we may
assume that u1 and u2 are in G. We claim that V1 ∩G, . . . , Vm ∩G are the branch sets of
an M -minor in Cay(G,S).

The assumption that M does not have cut-vertices implies that for each i, 3 ≤ i ≤ m,
there is a vertex ui ∈ Vi for which there are two disjoint paths, one that is a u1ui-path and
one that is a u2ui-path (this follows from [7, Corollary 3.3.3] with a = vi and B = {v1, v2},
where {vi} consists of vertices of M corresponding to the branch sets V1, . . . , Vm). On the
other hand, Observation 3.9 implies that two paths from different vertices of G to a vertex
not in G cannot be disjoint. Therefore, Vi ∩G 6= ∅, for every i. Next, notice that for any
two elements in u, v ∈ Vi ∩ G there is a uv-path P in Cay(G ∗ H,S ∪ T ), all of whose
vertices are contained in Vi. Since a path does not pass through any elements repeatedly,
P cannot leave G. Thus, the sets Vi ∩G are connected in Cay(G,S) for each i.

To complete the proof, we show that if there is an edge in M joining the vertices
corresponding to Vi and Vj, then there is an edge in Cay(G,S) joining Vi ∩G and Vj ∩G.
Since V1, . . . , Vm are branch sets of an M -minor, there is an edge joining Vi and Vj . This
edge must be in Cay(G,S), because otherwise we can find a path in Cay(G ∗H,S ∪ T )
that leaves G through one element of G and returns through another element of G, which
is clearly impossible.

3.4 Groups with one end

Let Γ be a connected, locally finite graph, and denote by B(n,O) the ball of radius n in Γ
centered at some fixed vertex O in Γ. The number of ends in Γ is the limit of the number
of unbounded connected components in Γ r B(n,O) as n → ∞. This limit exists either
as a nonnegative integer or as ∞. (See [5, pp. 144–148] or [21, Sections 11.4–11.6] for an
introduction to the theory of ends.) A basic result is that the number of ends of a Cayley
graph of a finitely generated group does not depend on the choice of generating set (see
[21, Theorem 11.23]).

The following theorem is the main result of this section.

Theorem 3.10. Let G be a finitely generated group with one end. Then there is a finite

set of generators S of G such that Cay(G,S) is not minor excluded.

Lemma 3.11. Assume that a one-ended group G with finite generating set S0 has the

property that for each m ∈ N the Cayley graph Cay(G,S0) contains a collection of m
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disjoint infinite rays. Then G contains a finite generating set S such that Cay(G,S) is

not minor excluded.

Proof. Let {Vi}
m
i=1 be disjoint rays in Cay(G,S0). The sets Vi, after some small modifica-

tions, will become branch sets of a Km-minor in Cay(G,S), where S = S0∪S0S0∪S0S0S0.
(Here, S0S0 and S0S0S0 are the sets of products of all pairs and triples, respectively, of
elements in S0.) That is, we will modify {Vi} in such a way that the modified sets are still
disjoint, each modified Vi is connected in Cay(G,S), and for each i 6= j there is an edge
in Cay(G,S) joining a vertex of the modified Vi with a vertex of the modified Vj. This

will be achieved in m(m−1)
2 steps. Intuitively speaking, each step will create the desired

“connection” between Vi and Vj for the pair (i, j), i 6= j.
Start with the pair (1, 2). Since the graph Cay(G,S) is connected, there is a path

P connecting some vertex of V1 to some vertex of V2. Suppose P intersects another Vk.
We describe a procedure for “removing” this intersection. Write Vk = {y(k,1), y(k,2), . . . },
where the indexing starts with the ray’s origin and moves out towards “infinity”. The
intersection of P and Vk has a first vertex and a last vertex (with respect to the indexing
of the elements of Vk). Denote these vertices y(k,s) and y(k,t) (s ≤ t), respectively.

If s = t, that is, if P intersects Vk in just one vertex, then replace Vk with V ′
k =

Vk r {y(k,s)} and leave P unchanged. If t = s+1, replace Vk with V ′
k = Vk r {y(k,s), y(k,t)}

and leave P unchanged. Then, in both cases, V ′
k is disjoint from V1 and V2, V

′
k is connected

in Cay(G,S) (since S0S0 and S0S0S0 are in S), and V ′
k does not intersect P .

If s+1 < t, then we modify both P and Vk, as follows. Clearly we can find two paths,
L1 and L2, using elements of S0S0 and S0S0S0 such that L1 is a path from y(k,s) to y(k,t),
L2 is a path from y(k,s+1) to y(k,t+1), L1 and L2 belong to Vk, and L1 is disjoint from L2.
Now we replace the piece of P that connects y(k,s) to y(k,t) with L1 to obtain a new path
P ′, and we create V ′

k from Vk by removing all the vertices in Vk from y(k,s) to y(k,t) and
adding the vertices of L2, i.e., V

′
k =

(
Vk r {y(k,i) : s ≤ i ≤ t}

)
∪ L2. Then, V ′

k is disjoint
from V1 and V2, V

′
k is connected in Cay(G,S), and V ′

k does not intersect P ′.
The procedure used for “removing” the intersection of P with Vk did not introduce

any new intersections, although it is possible that some other intersections disappeared in
the process. (Since the sets {Vi} are disjoint, P cannot intersect more than one Vk in the
same place.) Thus, the procedure can be repeated to “remove” each intersection one at a
time until we obtain a path from V1 to V2 that does not intersect any of the modified Vi’s.

We continue to use the method described above for constructing the desired connection
between V1 and V2 until we establish “connections” for every pair (i, j), i 6= j. Specifically,
once we have established “connections” between some of the Vi and would then like to
arrange a new connection, we remove a ball, B, centered at 1 from Cay(G,S), whose
radius is large enough to contain all vertices that were used for previous paths and all
pieces of Vk’s that were involved in the previous modifications. Since G has one end,
Cay(G,S)rB has an unbounded connected component, Θ. Thus, we can use the method
above on the infinite connected pieces of the rays Vi in Θ. The new modifications will not
destroy previous connections because they are made away from the previously constructed
connections. After “connections” have been constructed for all pairs (i, j), i 6= j, the sets
obtained from the final modification will be branch sets for Km in Cay(G,S).

Proof of Theorem 3.10. By Lemma 3.11, it suffices to construct, for an arbitrary m ∈ N,
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a collection of m disjoint rays in Cay(G,S0), where S0 ⊂ G is some finite generating set.
We construct such rays using Menger’s theorem [7, Section 3.3], which states: if vertex
sets A and B in a graph cannot be separated by removing fewer than k vertices, then
there are k disjoint paths joining A and B. In [7] this result is proved for finite graphs,
but it also holds for infinite locally finite graphs (and even in a more general context; see
[1] and [14]).

Begin by fixing a finite generating set S̃ in G. For each vertex v, let ℓ(v) denote the
length of v, i.e., the distance from v to the unit element 1 in Cay(G, S̃). Consider the
following alternatives.

(i) There is some m ∈ N such that for each R ∈ N there is a set CR, consisting of m
vertices of length at least R, such that the removal of CR from Cay(G, S̃) disconnects
1 from the infinite component.

(ii) There is no such m.

Consider case (ii). Let m ∈ N be given and choose S0 = S̃. Then there is an R ∈ Z

such that the removal of m vertices of length at least R in Cay(G,S0) cannot disconnect
1 and “infinity”. Let L be a natural number bigger than R. Use Menger’s theorem on a
one-element set {wL} with ℓ(wL) = L > R and an m-element subset A of vertices from
{v : ℓ(v) = R}. Such a subset exists since, by assumption, #{v : ℓ(v) = R} > m
(otherwise this set would be an m-element set disconnecting 1 and “infinity”). This yields
a sequence {(PL

1 , . . . , PL
m)}∞L=R+1 of m-tuples of disjoint paths joining A and wL. Since

Cay(G,S0) is locally finite, we can find a convergent subsequence in {PL
1 }∞L=R+1. Let I1

be the corresponding set of indices and P1 be the limiting path. Consider the sequence
{PL

2 }L∈I1 . It contains a convergent subsequence. It is easy to check that the limit P2 of
this subsequence is disjoint from P1. Continue in the obvious way to obtain m disjoint
rays in Cay(G,S0).

Now consider case (i). In this case, by Lemma 3.12 below, the group G contains an
element of infinite order. The subgroup H generated by an element v of infinite order
must have infinite index, since G has one end and a group with an infinite cyclic subgroup
of finite index has two ends (see [21, Corollary 11.34]). Thus, choosing S0 = S̃∪{v} yields
an infinite collection of disjoint rays in Cay(G,S0),

{
{vgi, v

2gi, v
3gi, . . . } : i ∈ N

}
, where

{gi : i ∈ N} are right coset representatives of G/H.

Lemma 3.12. Let G be a one-ended group with finite generating set S̃. Assume that there

exists an m ∈ N such that for each R ∈ N there is a set CR, consisting of m vertices of

length at least R in Cay(G, S̃), such that the removal of CR disconnects 1 from “infinity”.

Then the group G contains an element of infinite order.

Proof. Notice that the order of an element z in G for which the sequence {dG(z
n, 1)}∞n=1

is unbounded must be infinite. We use some ideas from the proof of the result on groups
of linear growth in [16, 29] (see also [15, 20]) to produce such a z.

Assume that S̃ is symmetric. Fix an order on the elements of S̃ and then order all
words of the same length in S̃ using a lexicographic order. For each element g of G, we
call the first word in this order among the shortest words representing g a distinguished

word. It is easy to see that a subword of a distinguished word is distinguished.
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Let w1, . . . , wm be the distinguished words representing elements of the set CR for
R = m. Let u1, . . . , um be the starting pieces of length m of w1, . . . , wm. By taking a
pointwise limit of distinguished words with indefinitely increasing lengths, we can find a
geodesic ray P starting at 1 in G such that each finite piece of it is a distinguished word.
Because 1 and “infinity” are disconnected in Cay(G, S̃) r CR, P must pass through CR.
Furthermore, thinking of P as an infinitely long distinguished word, each subword of P
of length m is one of the words u1, . . . , um. Thus, P has at most m distinct subwords of
length m. Therefore, by [20, Theorem 3.3], each subword w of P of length at least 2m is
of the form w = utv, where t is p-periodic (i.e., t = zkr, where k is some exponent, z is a
word of length p and r is a word of length at most p) for some 0 < p ≤ m, and u and v
have lengths at most m − p. Apply this result to each of the initial subwords w of P of
length at least 2m. It is clear that, when written in the form w = utv = uzkrv, infinitely
many of the w will have the same z. Since the lengths of all of the u’s, v’s, and r’s are
bounded above by m, it follows that the sequence {dG(z

n, 1)}∞n=1 is unbounded.

Remark 3.13. Recall that an infinite finitely generated group has one, two, or infinitely
many ends (see [5, Theorem 8.32, p. 146]). Furthermore, a group with two ends contain
Z as a subgroup of finite index. Hence, the question of whether or not a given group has
a finite generating set for which the corresponding Cayley graph is not minor excluded is
answered for one-ended groups and two-ended groups in Sections 3.4 and 3.2, respectively.
The only case that remains open is the case of infinitely many ends.

4 Open problems

The following two problems are, in our opinion, the most intriguing open problems related
to this paper.

Problem 4.1. Let G be a group of asymptotic dimension at least 3. Does it follow that

Cay(G,S) is not minor excluded for any choice of generating set S?

Problem 4.2. Let G be a group that is not virtually free. Does it follow that Cay(G,S)
is not minor excluded for some choice of generating set S?
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